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Abstract. We show that there are infinitely many examples of finite semi-Thue systems with 
decidable word problem and which have no finite equivalent oetherian and confluent (= complete) 
reduction system. These examples have a very simple algebraic structure: they are abelian groups. 
More precisely, we develop necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of complete 
semi-Thue systems for presentations of finitely generated abelian groups. 
Introduction 
Recently, rewriting systems have become of much interest in many areas of 
computer science. Typical applications arise in theorem proving, abstract data types, 
algebraic simplification, etc. (see, for instance, [6, 8]). A good account of the general 
theory of rewriting systems may be found in [6]. In particular, we mention the 
survey article of Book [5]. 
The most important rewriting systems are finite complete semi-Thue systems 
S c X* x X*, because they give us an effective method for solving the word problem 
in the quotient monoid X*/S. By a complete system we understand a semi-Thue 
system which is confluent and noetherian. In this field the following interesting 
question arises: given a semi-Thue system S c X* x X* such that the quotient monoid 
X*/S has a decidable word problem, does there exist a finite complete semi-Thue 
system S 'c  Y* x Y* for some alphabet Y such that Y*/S' ~- X*/S? Recently, Squier 
[12] has shown that this question has a negative answer. 
Note that if we would ask only for a so called two-level rewriting system, the 
question could be positively solved by simulating aTuring machine [3]. ('Two-level' 
means that one has two kinds of rules, where the first kind has to be used first as 
long as possible.) 
A much stronger version of our original question may be stated as follows. Let 
M be a finitely presentable monoid with decidable word problem and let p: X*--~ M 
be a fixed presentation. Does there exist a complete finite system S' c X* x X* such 
that p induces an isomorphism ~:X*/S '~M? In this case we would say that 
p :X*--~M is a finite complete presentation of M. Thus, for M = X*/S we ask 
whether there is a complete finite system S 'c  X*x  X* with X*/S'= X*/S. It was 
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shown by Kapur and Narendran [10] that this question may have a negative answer. 
They used the following presentation {a, b}*-~{a, b}*/aba = bab. Even if X*/S is 
a one-relator group, it may happen that there is no equivalent finite complete system. 
This was seen by Jantzen [9]. He considers the Thue system {abba,-* A}, where the 
quotient {a, b}*/abba = 1 is isomorphic to the (nontrivial) semidirect product Z >~ Z. 
Up to now these were the only known examples of this type. Note that in both 
cases there are some finite complete presentations over other alphabets for the 
quotients {a, b}*/aba = bab and {a, b}*/abba =1, respectively [10, 9]. 
Here it will be shown that there are infinitely many examples of such a situation. 
It arises even if the quotient X*/S is an abelian group, i.e., it has a very simple 
algebraic structure. We prove a somewhat stronger esult. I f  X*/S is an abelian 
group of rank ~>2, then, in general, we have to enlarge the alphabet to find a finite 
complete reduction system S 'c  X ' *x  X'* such that X*/S and X'*/S' are isomor- 
phic. For no other quotient monoids such a result was known before. Since our 
results find applications in all alphabets with more than three letters, we obtain 
together with the two-letter esult of [9, 10] the following result: in any alphabet X
with at least two letters there exist finite semi-Thue systems S c X* x X* such that 
the quotient X*/S is not definable over a smaller alphabet, X*/S has a word 
problem which is decidable in linear time and no finite complete system S' c X* x X* 
is equivalent to S. Behind this statement there is the following result on abelian 
groups: let A be a finitely generated abelian group and X be an alphabet containing 
at least as many letters as are needed to generate A as a monoid. Then there exists 
a finite complete presentation p :X*-~ A if and only if the cardinality of X is greater 
than or equal to twice the rank of A. Further, we have rank(A) <~ 1 if and only if 
every surjection p:X*-~ A is a finite complete presentation. 
These results illuminate aremarkable difference between presentations of commu- 
tative semigroups by free monoids X* or by free commutative monoids N k. In the 
latter case the analogue of semi-Thue systems are so-called vector replacement 
systems. A fundamental result of [2] says that the Knuth-Bendix completion 
algorithm allows us to find to any finite vector replacement system an equivalent 
one which terminates uniformly. 
Notations 
X denotes a finite alphabet of n letters. For any letter a ~ X we define a 
homomorphism #o : X*->N by #o(x) =0 for x~X, x~ a, and dZa(a)  = 1. For a set 
Y we let # (Y) be its cardinality. If M is a monoid and S c M x M is a relation, 
we write M~ S for the quotient generated by the smallest congruence containing $. 
By a semi-Thue system S over a free monoid X* we understand as usual a subset 
Sc  X* x X* which defines the following relation "~"  on X*: u ~s  v iit 3wl, w2E 
X*, (/, r) ~ S such that u = w~lw2 and v = w~rw2. Let =~* be the reflexive transitive 
closure Of~s  and let ¢:~* be the equivalence relation generated by ~s .  The relation 
¢~] is a congruence and according to the general case the quotient monoid defined 
by this congruence is denoted by X*/S. All semi-Thue systems in this paper will 
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be finite. A finite semi-Thue system S is called complete if any derivation 
Uo ~s  u~ ~s  u2 ~s""  terminates after a finite number of steps and it holds that 
u ¢:>* v if and only if there is a w such that u ~*  w and v ~*  w. 
g stands for the ring of integers, Fp means the finite field of p elements, p a prime. 
As usual, O denotes the field of rational numbers. 
Tensor products are taken with respect o g. Note that, for an abelian group A, 
the tensor product A®O yields a O-vector space of dimension equal to the rank 
of A. 
1. Algebraic preliminaries 
In this section we give a survey of some surely well-known facts. But for the lack 
of reference we give detailed proofs. Throughout his section, A denotes a cancella- 
tire commutative monoid. Thus, we may view A as a subset of its associated K-group 
K(A). This group K(A)  may be defined by K(A):= A × A/{(a, a)la A} (see [1]). 
In the special case of A being an abelian group, we have A = K(A).  Our application 
deals with this situation only! Recall that the kernel of the canonical mapping 
K(A)  -* K(A)®O is exactly the torsion subgroup of K(A).  For a ~ A we freely use 
the same notation a for its image in K (A)  or K(A)@O.  It will be clear from the 
context what we mean. 
$ 
A subset L ~- A is called a simple linear set [7] if L has the form L = u +Y~,~ Na~ 
'1- $ ~ o ,  . ,  for some u, a i~A,  and u Y.i..1 riai u+E~.l  r~ai mplies ( r l , . .  r s )=(r~, .  r') 
+ s := 
in N ~. A simple linear set L defines subsets Lz := u Y~=~ Za, in K(A)  and Lo 
-l- s u Y.~=~ Oa~ in K(A)®O.  The number s is called the dimension of L and we write 
dim L := s. The definition of dim L is motivated by our first lemma. 
$ 
Lemma 1.1. Let L c A be a simple linear set, L= u+Yi= 1Na~ with dim L= s. Then 
Lo is an s-dimensional ffine subspace of the Q-vector space K ( A )®O. 
Proof. Let ( r l , . . . , r s ) ,  (r~, r's)~O S and assume we have u Y~i=l rial 
u +Y~=I r[ai in K(A)®O.  Then there is an r> 0 such that r. ri ~ Z and r- r[ ~ Z for 
all i x  1, . . . ,  s. Hence we have r -~=1 (r~-r~)a~ =0 in K (A)®O.  This means there 
is an r '>0  such that r'Y.[___~(rr~-rr[)a~=0 in K(A).  Now choose any r"> 
max{Irr l, lrr[lli=l,...,s}; we then obtain the following equation u+ 
Y~=~ r'(rr~+r")a~= u+E~___l r ' (rr[+r")ai  n K(A).  Since r ' ( r r i+r" )>0 and r'(rr~+ 
r") > 0, this is an equation in A as well, hence the lemma follows. [] 
Proposition 1.2. Let L:= u ~i=l Nai and Lj:= vj+Y~= 1Nbjk, j=  1 , . . .  ,f, be simple 
linear subsets of A with dimensions s and sj, respectively. I f  Lc  [..Jf=l Lj, then we have 
Lz c [..Jf=x Ljz and L o = [,..Jf=~ L~e, too. 
B/b/~theek 
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Corollary 1.3. We have s <~ max{sj ]j = 1, . . .  ,f}<~ dimo K(A)®Q.  
Proof. Corollary 1.3 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.1 and Proposition 
1.2, so we prove the proposition only• First we show the inclusion Lz c [...)f=l Ljz. 
• := ~'- k= 1 for j = 1, , f If the intersection Let A := a l+a2+-  • +as and Bj sj Zbjk ... 
ZA n Bj is not zero in K(A) ,  then we find a nontfivial ideal/ j  c Z such that/ jA c Bj. 
Hence, there is an ideal I c Z, I #0,  such that IA = Bj or ZA c~ Bj =0 for all 
j=  1 , . . .  , f  Now let u+a ~ Lz; then u+a+IA  c~ L is infinite and there must be an 
index j and two different numbers r, r' ~ I such that u + a + rA ~ Lj and u + a + r'A 
Lj. In particular, we have 0 ¢ ( r -  r')A ~ Bj, hence, IA c Bj for this index j. Since 
u + a + rA ~ vj + Bj and r e I, it follows that u + a c vj + By = Ljz. This proves the claim 
U,-"-, LiT. 
Using this, the inclusion Loc  U~=l  Lje follows quite similarly. Let u+ a e Lo; 
clearly, there is a nonzero ideal I c Z such that u + Ia c Lz. Again, we find an index 
j and two different numbers r, r' e I such that u + ra ~ Ljz and u + r'a ~ Ljz, hence, 
~ -b  ~ Qbjk, and E~k=lQbjk. It follows that (r-r')aEBj=/_,k=l/Z jk,  aEEk=l (1 - - r )a  
u + a = u + ra + (1 - r)a ~ Ljo, hence the result. [] 
2. Complete systems for commutative monoids 
A semi-Thue system S ~- X*xX*  is called complete if S is confluent and 
noetherian, i.e., any derivation terminates uniquely after a finite number of steps. 
We say that a surjective homomorphism p:X* -~M onto a monoid M is a finite 
complete presentation of M if there exists a finite complete semi-Thue system S 
which has the property that p induces an isomorphism/5: X* /S~ M. Note that we 
are not interested in infinite complete systems because these systems exist for any 
p: X* - -~M (we leave this to the reader as an exercise). From now on we shall 
always assume that S denotes a finite complete semi-Thue system such that X* /S  
is a commutative monoid. Let Irr(S) be the regular set of irreducible words, i.e., 
the set of words where no left-hand side of any rule of S occurs. We shall show 
that Irr(S) has a very special structure. To begin with, we let S define the following 
ordering on the alphabet X. 
Definition 2.1. Let a, b e X;  then we set a ~< b if and only if a = b or there is an 
u e X* such that a*ub* ~ Irr(S). 
The relation ~< is transitive: let a*ub* c Irr(S) and b*vc* c Irr(S) where a, b, c e X. 
If m i> max{lal Ia -~/3 e S}, then a*ub"vc*  c Irr(S), hence a ~< c. 
Assume we would have a ~< b and b ~< a, but a # b. Then there would be u, v e X* 
such that a*ubmva * c Irr(S). Since a # b, the elements aubmv and ub"va are different 
irreducible words. They have the same image in the commutative quotient X* /S ,  
which gives a contradiction. Hence we have shown that (X, ~<) is an ordered set. 
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Theorem 2.2. Let S c X*  x X*  be a finite complete semi-Thue system such that X* /  S 
is commutative; then Irr(S) is a finite union of  regular sets L which have the special 
form L= uoa*u~a*u2. * . .asu~ with a ieX ,  a i#a j fo r  i~ j ,  l<- i , j<~s and u i•X* ,  
O<_i<~s. 
Proof. This is a purely technical matter. In the following, let ai, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  denote 
letters of X, whereas u~, v~, w~, i = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  denote words of X*. The proof  given 
below works on several reduct ion steps. First, let us recall the uvw-theorem in the 
following version, where the short words are covered by the case s = 0. 
Lemma 2.3. Let Lc  X*  be a regular language; then there is an m > 0 such that any 
w • L may be written as w = uov~ul . . ,  v~us for  some s >>- 0 with [u~[ <~ m for  0<~ i <~ s 
and 1 <~ [vll <~ m for 1 <<- i<~ s, and we have UoV*U~... v*u~ c L. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2 (continued). Since In (S )  is regular, Lemma 2.3 applies to 
it. Let w be an irreducible word. We write w = UoVl ul . . .  V, Us as in Lemma 2.3. Let 
i •  {1, . . . ,  s} and vi = a l . . .  a, with aj • X. We show that a~ = a2 . . . .  = a,. Since 
v* c Irr(S), we have ajaj+l.. ,  a ,a~. . ,  aj_~ e Irr(S) for j = 1 , . . . ,  r. But these words 
have the same image in X* /S  as vi, hence aj = a~ for j=  1 , . . . ,  r. Thus, we can 
write v~ = a~' for some ai • X and ri i> 1. Observe that (a ' ) *u(bS)*c  Irr(S) implies 
a*ub*c  Irr(S), hence, we already have a~ <~ ak for 1 <~ i~< k~< s. Now assume that 
a~=a~+~ . . . .  =ak for some l<~i<~k<~s. Since a~u~.. .uk_~•Irr(S)  and 
u~... Uk-~ak • Irr(S), both having the same image in X* /S ,  we see that u~.. .  Uk_~ • 
r ' .  
a*. Thus we can substitute the subword a~'ui. . ,  ak k in w by some ai'. I f  we would 
r~ r k r have had w = wla~ u~...  a k w 2 above, then we would now have w = w~a~'w2. To be 
sure, we ignore for a moment  whether  w~(a~;)*w2 c Irr(S). However, this will be the 
case if rl i> max{lall a -*/~ • S}. In the following, set m' := max{[a[ a -,/3 • S}. 
q 
So far we may write w = uoa~ 1. . .  as us with a~ ~ a~ for i ~j .  Up to now we have 
lu~l<~m for o<~i<~s, with s<~n. I f  we allow [u~l<~(m+m')(n+l) ,  we may then 
assume two things: 
r I r s 
(i) w = uoal ul . . . as us with ai • X,  ai ~ aj for i ~ j, ui • X* ,  [u~[ <~ (m + m')(  n + 1), 
r~>~m' forO<.i<~s. 
(ii) Uo(a~')*ut... (a?)*u, c In(S) .  
Substituting u~ by a~"u~ for 1 <~ i <~ s we have arrived at our final step. For w • Irr(S) 
we find letters a~ e X, a~ # aj, words u~ • X* ,  lu, I (m + m')(n + 1) + m', 0 ~< i ~< s with 
s <~ n such that w • Uoa*Ul. . .  a 'u ,  c Irr(S). Obviously, there are only finitely many 
expressions of  this form. Therefore, Theorem 2.2 has been proven. [] 
Corollary 2.4. The ordered set (X, 4 )  is linear, i.e., a ~ b or b ~ a for all a, b • X i f  
and only i f  X* /S  = N x or #X = 1. 
Proof. If  #X = 1, there is noth ing to prove. Thus we may assume X = {x l , . . . ,  xn}, 
n> 1. Let ~:X* -~N x denote the canonical Parikh-mapping and ei: = ~,(xi) for 
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l<~i<~n. Since X* /S  is commutative, the projection X*-~X* /S  factorizes 
X* --~ N x --~P X*/  S. If L~- Irr(S) has the form L= uoa* ul . . . a'us as in Theorem 
2.2, then ~o(L) is a simple linear set in N x of dimension s. If/~ is an isomorphism, 
N x is covered by these ~p(L). One of them must have dimension (see Corollary 
1.3). Hence, (X, ~<) is linear. 
Now assume that (X, ~<) is linear. This means that there is a simple linear set 
Lc  N x with L= u+~7= 1 Ne~ and on which/~ is injective. After a translation by u, 
any element of Nx gets into L. Since N x is cancellative, /~ must be injective 
everywhere. [] 
Remark 2.5. A finite ordered set (X, <~) may be viewed as a finite directed cycle-free 
graph G. What does this graph G= (X, 4)  tell us about the monoid structure of 
X*/S?  We have seen above that if G is a chain o--->o-->o-->... -->% then the structure 
of X* /S  is uniquely determined by this picture. In general, we cannot expect such 
a strong assertion. In the next section we shall consider abelian groups. Typical 
graphs which are associated to presentations of free abelian groups are as shown 
in Fig. 1. But these graphs may hide small torsion parts: consider the graph 
It is a graph for ZxZ as well as for ZxZxZ/nZxg/n 'Z .  Nevertheless, ome 
invariants of the group are saved by the graphs. For example, the rank of the group 
occurs as the length of the longest path in G. If the torsion subgroup needs more 
generators than the rank of the group, then there will be isolated points in G. 
G = 
B 
O 
0 
Q 
O 
Fig. 1. 
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3. Complete systems for abelian groups 
We now come to the main result of the paper. Let us fix some notations: A denotes 
a finitely generated abelian group, let d be the minimal number of elements which 
generate A as group and let k be the rank of A. Thus A is (noncanonically) 
isomorphic to a group Zk× X ~__'-~ k Z/niZ for some n~ ~ Z. An invariant definition of 
d and k is given by the formulae k := dimo A®Q, d := max{dimF~ A®Fp [p prime}. 
Note that up to a finite number of prime p we have d in~ A®[:p = k, therefore, the 
second formula is well-defined. 
Theorem 3.1. Let X be an alphabet on n letters. 
(i) There exists a presentation p : X*--~ A if and only if we have n >I max{k+ 1, d} 
or d =0. 
(ii) There exists a finite complete presentation p :X* - -~A if and only if n>~ 
max{2k, d}. 
Corollary 3.2. Let max{k+ 1, d} ~< n < 2/<. Then no presentation p: X*--~ A is a finite 
complete presentation. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (i) is easy and left as an exercise. 
(ii) First, let n ~>max{2k, d}. We consider the case n = d = 2k only, the other 
cases are easily reduced to this situation• We then have A~Zk×X~ff i l  Z/niZ for 
some ni ~ Z, i = 1 , . .• ,  k. Let {e l , . . . ,  ek} be a basis for the free part Z k and {t l , . . . ,  tk} 
a set of generators for the torsion subgroup X~=IZ/niZ. We write X= 
{Xl, Yl, x2, Y2 , . . . ,  xk, Yk} and define the projection p : X*--~ A by p(x~) := e, P('Yi) := 
ti-e~ for i = 1, . . . , / c  A complete system S for p is given by the following rules: 
zjzi --* z~zj for 1 <~ i < j  ~< k and zi ~ {x, y~}, zj ~ {xj, yj}, 
y~xo '~ for l<~i<~k, 
N i n i x~yi ~A forl~<i~<k. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 now reduces to the proof of Corollary 3.2. We assume 
that we would have a finite complete presentation p:X* -~A with n < 2k. Thus we 
assume the existence of a finite complete semi-Thue System S such that X* /S  ~-A. 
We shall derive a contradiction. 
By Theorem 2.2 the set of irreducible words Irr(S) is a finite union of regular 
sets L which have the form 
L= UOfl~g 1 . * • .a~u,, a i~X,a~#aj fo r i# j ,  u i~X* forO<~i , j~s .  
Let u := Uo... us. Since p induces a bijection Irr(S)-~A, the abelian group A is 
+ • covered by finitely many simple linear sets of the form p(L) =p(u)  ~=1Np(a~). 
Such a p(L) will have dimension equal to s. We simply say that dim L = s. By 
Corollary 1.3 no s = dim L can be greater than/c On the other hand, since the rank 
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of A equals k, there must be at least one L which has exact dimension k: Define a 
mapping O:{1 , . . . , k}~(X)  into the power set of X by O(i):-- 
{x ~ X I3L = uoa*~u,.., a*uk ~ Irr($), dim L= k, and x = a~}. This definition is 
crucial for our arguments. We have the following combinatorieal lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. (i) O(i) ~ 0 for  all i = 1 , . . . ,  k. 
(ii) O( i) ~ O(j)  # ~J implies i = j  for  1 <~ i, j <~ k. 
(iii) There is at least one index Joe {1, . . . ,  k} such that #O(io) = 1. 
Proof. (i) This follows from the discussion above. 
(ii) Assume Uoa* U~ . . . a*uk = Irr(S), vob* Vl . . . b* vk c Irr(S), and 
some i >j .  Let m/> max{lal Ia -~/3 e S}. Then we would have 
. , m , b*Vk c Irr(S). UoaaUl  • • • ai_~ui_~al bj Vj .  . . 
This is a set of dimension k+( i - j ) ,  which is not possible by Corollary 1.3. 
(iii) This is a direct consequence of (i) and (ii) and the assumption that n < 2k: 
a,=bj for 
[] 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (continued). The following arguments are related to the 
commutative group A. We therefore assume that the index i0 of Lemma 3.3(iii) 
equals 1. Thus we have a fixed letter xl e X such that all irreducible sets of dimension 
k have the following form 
L=uoX*Ula*u2 . . .a*uk .  
Choose one of them, let u = Uo... u~ and define 
k 
A+:=P(U)+NP(X l )  + E Np(ai), 
i----2 
k 
A- :=p(u)+N( -p(x~) )+ ~ Np(a,).  
i=2  
We have Ao = Ao = A®Q,  hence, both have dimension k. 
A simple reflection yields that there must be an irreducible set L '= 
vox*v~b*v2 . b*vk with dim L '= k such that 
k 
p(L ' )n (p(u) -mp(x l ) )+ ~. Np(a , )~O 
iff i2 
for infinitely many m > 0. In particular, we may choose m > #x,(u). But this means 
p ( vox T x *, v ,  b * ,,2 . . . b *~ vk ) n p ( uoul  a *~ u2 . . . a *~ uk ) ,~ ~. 
Since both sets are irreducible, we may deduce that 
VoX T X * v~ b * v2 . . . b * v~ c~ Uoul a *2 u2 . . . a * uk ~ O. 
For any W~VoX'~X*v lb*v2. . .b*vk  we have #x,(w)>~m; whereas for we 
UoU~a*Ue... a*uk we have #~i(w) ~< #x,(u) < m. This establishes the contradiction 
and thus our theorem has been proven. [] 
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Example 3.4. Let X={xo, . . . ,  Xk} be an alphabet, k~>2, and S be the following 
semi-Thue system: XoX~X2...Xk "> A, X,Xj-> X:,Xi for 0<~ i <j<~ k. Then X* /S  is a free 
abelian group of rank k and there is no finite noetherian confluent semi-Thue system 
S' c X* x X* such that X* /S '  = X* /S .  
Since abelian groups have a word problem which is decidable in linear time and 
the same is true for the (nontrivial) semi-direct product Z >~ Z, our results together 
with [10] yield the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. Let X be an alphabet of n letters and n >I 2. Then there is a finite 
semi-Thue system S c X*x  X*  such that the following assertions are fulfilled. 
(i) X* /  S is a group with decidable word problem in linear time and X* /  S needs 
n generators as monoid. 
(ii) There is no finite complete semi-Thue system S' c X* x X*  such that X* /  S* = 
X* /$ .  
Theorem 3.6. Let X be an alphabet on n letters and n~>max{k+l,  d}. Then all 
surjective homomorphisms p" X*- -~A are finite complete presentations if and only if 
rank(A) <~ 1. 
Proof. First, let k = rank(A)~> 2. By Theorem 3.1 we may assume that n >~ 2/c We 
7k .  xzk - I  d-k 
write A=~_ x ;k i= 1 Z/n iZxX i= k Z/niZ with some nieZ. We use the first 2k -1  
letters x~, . . . ,  X2k-~ to define a presentation p' :  X'*--,- Z k x X~Z~ Z/niZ,  where X '  := 
{xn, . . . ,  x2k-~}. This is possible since k >I 2. By Theorem 3.1, p' is not a finite complete 
presentation! Let X":= X\X ' ;  then we can define a surjective homomorphism 
p" : X"* - -~ d-k  p, p,, X ~= ~ Z/n~Z. Both and give us a presentation p: X*--~ A. Since the 
a-k Z~ njZ is finite, we easily see that if p would be a finite and complete group X i=
presentation, then p' would have this property too. 
Now let k = rank(A) <~ 1. The case A finite, i.e., k = 0, is trivial. Thus we assume 
k = 1. We write A = Z x Tor, where Tor is the finite torsion subgroup of A. Let 
p: X* -~ Z x Tor be any presentation. We have to show that there is finite complete 
system S such that p: X* /S -~ Z x Tot is an isomorphism. 
There must be two letters x, y e X such that p(x ' )  = (m, 0) and p(yr') = (--m', 0) 
for some positive integers r, r', m, m'. For the other z e X, z g x, y, there are t e N 
such that p(z  t) = p(v) with v ~ x*y J or v e xJy * and j is hounded by some constant 
c > 0, depending on x and y only. 
Taking the constant c large enough, we see that for all u E X* there exists a 
v ~ x ' z  J2 2 . . . . . .  .~,-LrJ"-t"J: or a v E xJ'~zJ2 ..:-Lr"&-~" * such that p(u) =p(v)  and ji <~ c for 
1 ~< i <~ ~ This allows us to construct a noetherian system S' such that 
I r r (S ' )c  [_J (x 'z2 2 ..i._,,,j. _..i,_J~ ..j._,,,,,~ • " "  ~ 'n - - l ) "  k . ) J~ Z 2 " ' "  d 'n - -1 ) '  1" 
j t~c  
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Note that  for w, w'~ Irr(S')  we have p(w) =p(w')  i f  and  only  if there are v, v '~ X*  
such that  
(i) w~x*vy* ,  w'~x*v'y*,  
(ii) p(v)=p(v ' ) ,  
(iii) v, v' ~ Ujl:~C / Jl J2 ~Jn- l , , j  n 
[X  Z 2 . . . .  n - - lY  ]" 
The last set is finite. Hence,  we only need to add  finitely may rules to S' to obtain 
a finite complete  system S wh ich  will satisfy our  assertion. [] 
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